
Digital Insights selected to lead blockchain-based tourism
project in Nepal

May 13, 2022 — Digital Insights Ventures (Digital Insights) has been selected by Nepalese

Minister, Prem Bahadur Ale Magar, of   the Ministry of Culture, Tourism and Civil Aviation Tourism

in Nepal, to help with the digitisation and subsequent digitalisation of the country’s tourism

industry. The project will incorporate augmented and virtual reality elements in the context of a

metaverse that encapsulates the essence of Nepal and will address several United Nations

Sustainable Development Goals (UNSDGs) in its development and operation. The project, by

using web 3.0 as an engagement tool, will help the local Nepalese people improve their digital

literacy, while also providing them with additional streams of income. Nirmal Purja, the executive

producer of 14 peaks, and World Goodwill Ambassador for Nepal Tourism, will be assisting the

Nepalese Ministry of Culture, Tourism and Civil Aviation by providing his expertise.

“Blockchain technology was created with the ethos of helping the community.”, said Krishna

Ramachandra, Founder and Chairman of Digital Insights, “This project will allow us to showcase

the use of blockchain and the metaverse as technology for good.” The project is designed to

include various sustainability projects from different regions.

Honorary Advisor to Digital Insights, Kim Sunghee added: “It is fulfilling to be part of an

endeavour that brings the good of humanity through the efforts of leading blockchain teams

globally and I am particularly grateful to Richard Yun of Coinplug and Metadium for extending

their deep expertise in this area to forward the cause.”

About Digital Insights
Digital Insights Ventures (Digital Insights) is a thought-leading, global consulting firm in the

digital assets space that provides ethical advice for businesses to embrace, assimilate and

monetize digital assets. Boasting a deep bench of talent comprised of both crypto natives and

traditional domain experts, the team at Digital Insights is led by a core team with a track record

spanning 300 blockchain transactions through the last five years. The advice provided is lensed

through a whole-business perspective where the blockchain solutions are designed to be



symbiotic with clients’ core business models. Digital Insights believes in the importance of both

the traditional equity and digital-token stories. To this end, Digital Insights’ venture arm invests in

select projects and also aids projects in raising any necessary funds, whilst also ensuring that

the sources of such funding have been curated. Digital Insights aims for every project to benefit

the community in some way, including sustainable ESG (environmental, social and governance)

elements to drive projects and providing pro-bono services to select charities and foundations.

In the same spirit of contributing to the community, Digital Insights has also developed a

framework to launch project-centric social tokens, intended to help build out a project’s

community through aligning interests, where the project and its community operate

synergistically.


